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Abstract: The Operation Research in conjunction with a combination of optimization models has the potential to solve
several managerial problems in service companies. This project presents a solution based on optimization models, which will
allow consulting companies to better plan and allocate its human resources to the different locations where the consulting
project takes place. Using three optimization models, where their constraints are established by considering the consulting
company’s needs, many managerial and allocation problems of the company are solved. The initial model starts by
calculating the average time needed by each of the techniques (Audits, Mystery Shopping and Films) usually employed by
companies to measure customer service standards are met in financial agencies. This model was required to determine the
number of people the consulting company should hire to complete the consulting project properly. Once the number of
customer service evaluators is determined, a scheduling model is necessary to assign days-off to each person by considering
the consulting company’s policies. Finally, the last optimization model is designed with two objectives: first, to assign the
techniques that each employee will be using in a given work day; and second, to minimize the distance that each employee
has to travel in that given work day. As a result of the study, the combination of these three optimization models helped a
consulting company to better plan projects related to measuring customer service levels. Also, there was a reduction of
operating costs, an increase in productivity and quality, better organization, and better scheduling. This study led to time
saving, a positive work environment and a better corporate image.
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1. Introduction
Customer Service has become increasingly more important in every company around the world. Hesselink (2003)
mentioned in his report that measuring customer satisfaction is a tool frequently used and also stimulated by quality systems
requirements according to the ISO 9000 series quality system standard. Thus, it is extremely important to know how the
company staff reflects the corporate image to customers and whether they are meeting the client’s expectations or not. For
this, companies have opted to use several techniques that measure the quality of the service they provide. These techniques
include but are not limited to, Indicators, Mystery Shopping, Audits and Films. Clients are demanding a better customer
service programs to increase their customers ‘satisfaction and thereby their market share.
In addition, companies spend a lot of money to provide customer service measures, which can affect their
profitability. Therefore, the best use of resource analysis is a technique and a factor in generating a competitive advantage to
companies. For this reason, when a firm uses a scientific or a mathematical method for defining a policy or an action in a
project, the manager and the team are making the most accurate decisions possible and building an efficient company.
Nowadays, when planning a project, people try to get the most out of it and, at the same time, invest the least amount of
resources possible. Therefore, the planning phase is essential to obtain results efficiently and to avoid unnecessary costs.
This project proposes a methodology based on optimization models. These models will allow a specific Financial
Institution (FI) to better plan the human resources needed to measure customer service levels of all its agencies. To
accomplish this evaluation and monitoring of employees, the FI could use three types of techniques: Audits, Mystery
Shopping and Films. These techniques are commonly used by retail firms, including banks, to monitor the quality of their
services (Struyk, 2011). For this study, the challenge that the FI is facing is that it must make all of these measurements in
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